Thea Queen of Light

Short version (410 words)
Thea Queen of Light is a woman with many facets and that is what makes her personality and music
so special. After she had to escape from war in her hometown Bihac (Bosnia Herzegovina), she found
strength in her destiny: Music – this universal language, which brings people closer to each other and
lets boundaries disappear. Even in her bad experiences she always saw something positive and
developed an energy that made her strong. Now she is living and working under the name
Thea Queen of Light as a Hip Hop artist in Stuttgart – a city which is a mecca for the whole scene of
the genre. For example, Thea Queen of Light was performing on stage at the celebration event for
10 years of Catch A Fire Festival. She could share the stage with popular artists like Gentleman, Eizi
Eiz aka Jan Delay, Denyo and DJ Mad, Samy Deluxe & Tsunami Band, Afrob, Cassandra Steen, DFlame, Torch, Toni L, Reedoo and Johnny (Culcha Candela), Curse and many more. So she could
excite the 4000 to 5000 visitors in even two cities: Sindelfingen and Freiburg.
At the same time, Thea is a wanderer between the worlds, who is able to find a place for herself all
over the world, which she might not always call her homeland, but a home. Thea Queen of Light
wants to recreate the sometimes lost connection between the people by using the element which is
part of every culture: Music!
But the woman with the colourful past has not only the rhythm in her blood, but also her heart in the
right place. With her organisation Light for tomorrow. e.V., together with other helpers, she
contributes her part to the responsibiliy of society and cares about the often forgotten in this world. All
of her passionate commitment is dedicated to the children around the globe who suffer from
orphanhood or horrible deseases like Aids or cancer and to the poorest of the poor. Thea Queen of
Light carries the hope and positive energy not only in her name, but also transports this philosophy in
her songs.
The multi-talent whio is also interested in fashion and acting, is writing her own songs and creates
powerful rhymes, which are dirctly going into your ear. With her never-ending courage and the will to
make the world a little bit better and more beautiful, in music she found the perfect instrument to show
everyone her own inner light.

„For me, music is the best way to communicate“

Long version (673 words)
Thea Queen of Light is an exceptional artist, whose talents and interests are various and every
element of her personality makes a stone in the colourful mosaique of her life. Already in her early
years Thea, who was born in Bosnia Herzegovina, knew that music would become her destiny and
passion one day. She received her first price at the early age of seven and when she was 11 years
old, she already received the second one for a self-composed and performed song. Thea, who is
playing the piano for over 20 years now, has a past like everybody and like it is with every passionate
musician, her biography influences her art. After she had to escape from war in her hometown Bicac
(Bosinien Herzegowina), she found strength in her destiny: Music – this universal language, which
brings people closer to each other and lets boundaries disappear. Now she is living and working
under the name Thea Queen of Light as a Hip Hop artist in Stuttgart – a city which is a mecca for
the whole scene of the genre and offers its very own microcosm of like-minded and artists. For
example, Thea Queen of Light was performing on stage at the celebration event for 10 years of
Catch a Fire Festival. She could share the stage with popular artists like Gentleman, Eizi Eiz aka Jan
Delay, Denyo and DJ Mad, Samy Deluxe & Tsunami Band, Afrob, Cassandra Steen, D-Flame, Torch,
Toni L, Reedoo and Johnny (Culcha Candela), Curse and many more. So she could excite the 4000
to 5000 visitors in even two cities: Sindelfingen and Freiburg.
At the same time, Thea is a wanderer between the worlds, who is able to find a place for herself
allover the world, which she might not always call her homeland, but a home. She is fascinated by the
the different cultures, is living between them and with her art she wants to recreate the sometimes
lost connection between the people by using the element which is part of every culture: Music!
Thea Queen of Light carries the hope and positive energy not only in her name, but also transports
this philosophy in her songs. The multi-talent who is also intersted in fashion and acting, is writing
her own songs and creates powerful rhymes, which are directly going into your ear. With her neverending courage and the will to make the world a little bit better and more beautiful, in music she found
the perfect instrument to show everyone her inner own inner light.
But the woman with the colourful past has not only the rhythm in her blood, but also her heart in the
right place. And she has a second passion next to music: Humanitarian aid with which she carries her
part of the social responsibility for the people in this world who need help. All of her passionate
commitment is dedicated to her organisation Light for tomorrow. e.V. which helps the poorest of the
poor and the children around the globe who suffer from orphanhood or horrible deseases like Aids or
cancer. The charity commitment is a personal matter for Thea which is very important to her,
especially because of her own formative experiences.

With her album Book of truth, whose proceeds from the online-sales are 100% going to charity
projects, she tells her own, personal stories. This album which is the first album-release in Germany
for Thea Queen of Light, is a very personal work, with wich she wants to draw attention on how
much grief there is in the world.
But at the same time, Book of truth is a homage to the sense of family and the positive things in life,
which for many people are too often invisible. Book of truth was for 50%self-produced and
additionally, Thea has loved to work with other people, because she appreciates sharing creative
processes and inspiring each other. Thea wants to bring joy and hope with her music, so that some
day everyone has the inner light she carries in herself.

„If I stop learning, I have stopped living“

Charity concert on 8thdecember 2012
On 8th december 2012, Thea Queen of Light together with her organisation Light for tomorrow e.V.
and many other artists, invites to the charity-concert Calling All Angels in the club Zapata in
Stuttgart. The proceeds of the concert are going to Light for tomorrow. e.V. to support aid projects
for children suffering under aids, cancer and orphanhood. So as a guest, you are not only
experiencing a great musical evening, but you also have the chance to do something good!
At Calling All Angels on 8th decmeber 2012 including an aftershow party, there will be the following
lineup in the name of charity:
VERY SPEZIAL GUEST, THEA QUEEN OF LIGHT, HARRIS, AFROB, TORCH
D-FLAME, NADJA BENAISSA , SONJA SING , RAGGABUND,
JOHNNY STRANGE / CULCHA CANDELA, REEDOO / CULCHA CANDELA, ANTHONY LOCKS,
ROUGH HOUSE, RONNY TRETTMANN, ROBBY GENTLE – RAFFINIERT, DJ DYNAMITE DELUX
DJ BINICHNICH aka Harris aka Harry - Rapper, Dj, actor, DJ T-REX, DJ MAD / BEGINNER
DJ ANDI TABLEZ - HIPHOP STUTTGART, DJ HAITIAN STAR-TORCH, DJ MESSAGE, LUCKY,
PUNCH SOUNDSYSTEM, DUBWARS SOUNDSYSTEM, CATCH A FIRE, GT LIVE
AFTERSHOW PARTY from 12 mn
Thea Queen of Light wants to encourage other artists in the future to contribute to her projects and
besides this event, she is planning to organize charity concerts in other citys on a yearly basis.
Therefore, she invites all artists and musicians to interconnect charity and good music together with
her.
In the name of charity, the local box office eventbuero tickets renounces its proceeds from the
advance booking fees. That's why on www.eventbuero.com you can get the tickets 3 € cheaper.
Order your tickets now comfortably online or get them in one of the local shops:
Eventbuero Tickets, im Karstadt 3.OG, Königstraße 27-29, 71073 Stuttgart
Eventbuero Tickets, Stadtgrabenstr.10, 71032 Böblingen
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